
10 June 19.77 

Greetings Jennie: 
Thanks for yours of 6th plus enclosures from 

Mr. Schauer, etc. They arrived on 8th. The purchase order to PPG 
is correct. Acknowledgment #4775 fro. SAFT is also correct. You 
followed instructions OK but SAFT aissed the nuts • These are on 
their acknowledgment •. Nothing has arrived so far. I don't really 
expect anything soon. 

1'. aaking a speaking trip 28/6 - ~/7 visiting Ottawa, Toronto, 
Rochester, Boston, NYC and back to Chicago. I'll arrive Laguardia 
7 July 73lpm on American 401 and leave 8 July at 400pm on American 
315. Please make a reservation in my name for nite. of 7th at George 
Washington Hotel. 

Apparently you will be on vacation. However, I look forward to 
seeing Mr. Schauer. From time to time mail would artive without 
stamps being cancelled. I saved these. They total $4.29 Now I'm 
gradually running these stamps thru a second time. I wonder what 
odds are for a ~hird use? 

Dear Hap: 
The solar corona is outer at.asphere 01 sun. It manifests
 

itself near the earth as solar wind. At solar activity minimum the
 
corona contracts and ionization of earths upper atmosphere decreases.
 
This varies from one solar cycle to next. My first low frequency
 

. radio astronomy observations in Tasman~a during winter of 1955 
demonstrated that, at times, the ionization decreases enough to 
create a usable hole at lmc or 300 meters. Unfortunately this cannot 
be counted on. The minimums of 1964 and 1975 had much higher ion 
content and no hole opened at lmc. Only recently has it been realized 
that the solar corona of 1954 was abnormally small. As of now, I've 
tossed in the low frequency radio astronomy business. There is one 
possible exception due 1979 or 1980 I'll discuss withyou next month. 
Also we'll straighten out the finances. If you are not in your office 
on the 8th, I can stay over week end in NYC and see you on 11th. 
However, I'd prefer to get back here soon as possible to supervise 
my work. 

Yesterday I had a telephone call from Mike Daley of ABC (Australian 
Broadcasting Commission), Sydney. There was a pronounced delay in 
conversation. He will be in USA 18 July onward and would like to see 
you about 26th, if you're still around. I'll be with him. 

Be~wi8~ 
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